SOMETHING NEW

HURR Collective Launches Wear
to Care
The fashion rental company is renting and selling fashionable wardrobes to raise
money for school girls in the Congo.
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ig economy has altered the way we drive,
travel, holiday… and buy clothes. During
quarantine, when almost everyone I
know baked sourdough, made
cocktails
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and cleaned out their closets, my alert notifications on
Vestiaire Collective pinged daily. According to a survey
published last year, the global market for secondhand
clothing is set to overtake fast fashion sales in the next
decade, while clothing remains the most common
rental service. But was anyone renting in lockdown?
“After an initial dip in rentals, the market has
recovered incredibly quickly, particularly for everyday
events such as birthdays, picnics in the parks,
staycations and small gatherings,” explains Victoria
Prew, the CEO of HURR Collective, London-based
rental service. The company’s mission is to make
fashion more accessible and circular — it is a peer-topeer service with a small handling fee for the company.
It is also extremely chic; there are Ganni dresses, Stella
McCartney coats and old Celine bags. And from today,
you can rent clothes from the likes of Natalia
Vodianova, Vanessa Kingori and Caroline Issa, as
HURR unveils its Wear to Care program in
partnership with Malaika.
Wear to Care is a curated edit from Britain’s most
fashionable wardrobes—you can rent and buy pieces
from some of the country’s best-dressed, with 100 per
cent of the proceeds being donated directly to Malaika
charity. Since HURR launched, it has supported the
charity, and Victoria was looking to take the
partnership one step further to make an impact. At the
beginning of 2020, while brainstorming with a friend
Charlie Collins, they came up with the idea of
celebrity-backed rental edit that you could buy as well.
Nine months of hard work paid off—you can currently
purchase and rent pieces from Vilshenko and Yolke, as
well as the wardrobes of supermodels and celebrities.
The option to buy is there to maximise donations for
the charity. All pieces are managed centrally by HURR,
with the company handling the postage and packaging
in-house. The project was met with incredible support
—“we haven’t had a single no!”
October 11 is the International Day of the Girl, a day
that recognises girls’ rights and the unique challenges
they face around the globe as well as promoting girls’
empowerment and the fulfillment of their human
rights. To Victoria, raising awareness and funds for
charitable causes is a no-brainer. “I love the phrase
‘Empowered women empower women’, and really
hope our campaign will do just that.” Noella Coursaris
Musunka, Malaika’s founder, agrees with the
sentiment. She founded the charity in 2007 to
champion the cause of girls’ education—Malaika
provides education to 370 girls as well as a community
centre that offers a range of programmes to more than
5,000 people.
“An educated woman will reinvest much of her success
back into her community,” Noella explains, “and we
see our girls lift each other up as they work towards
their dreams.” Her goal is to give girls and their
families in Kalebuka, Congo, the support they need to
better their communities. The funds from the initiative
will be used for school uniforms, school meals and
books, as well as health checks, field trips and access to
technology. The past year has been especially
challenging to the charity sector, making partnerships
like Wear to Care a vital part of supporting young girls
around the globe.

To rent and buy from the Wear to Care initiative,
head to the initiative’s website

